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PC'CI    v-V 

Of the non-wood fibroue materials available for the pvo< 

panel products,  it is probably straw and reeds that h.-iv 

most aueoaeefully used In manufactured forms.    Develo? 

the tradttt@nal thatchboards produced in many countries u   th.- 

"Stramlt"  slab ©f compressed straw.      It consists of \ < pu;    , 

with smooth facings,  generally of stout cardboard.     Thio v-.-uu-l 

ta mmm ****• •**» te * ***** P1*** of woodf    traditionally  It 

produced m 50 mm thiekneaa and 1.20 m wide by whatever h-n¿i 

convenient for the job In hand. 

*fhe Strmmtt process wae first patented tn Swod©n towards L:, 

of the 1920s and since thon factories have bean ©stabüBhc rt 

than 20 countries with varying climatic conditions and bui! 

techniques.      ©mall planta to produce 300,000 sq m  per 

approximately 6,000 ton« of cereal straw are avaUable bui 

«txtat« a larga Installation with a theoretical capacity of i 

!i5 

-MP 

dHiiUiî, 

ñ¡i   .:(-•• 

par annum. 

During Ita long perle* of development the Stramlt process hai 

baaloally unaltered but the manufacturing techniques havt b-• 

lined and soma of tha precautions that have to be taken u. ti. 

any organic material under adverse conditions have beco 

experience gained to aeeure the correct application of t 

slab under practically every type of construction conditions 

developing country where cereal straws of wheat or rice et 

available,  a amali plant to use 6,000 tons of straw in 

working on a 3-shlft baala,  could be established or it mlgfr 

i.»* 

tic  r„n zw;.     'IJ 

e   i^>t ri'->: '': ' 

Jr.  tt 

a  vt't 
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possible to run It on « single shift basis to start with when the 

straw requirements would be even lower. 

Generally it is not the availability of the straw or the manufacture 

of Stramit that presents problems but rather the marketing of the 

product.      The happiest prospect would therefor« appear to be where 

a building programme can be organised with the Stramit panels as a 

substantial part of the scheme.      It is possible to construct low- 

cost buildings with Stramit for external walls, partitions and also 

for roofs under a proper weathering.      Such lightweight dwellings 

are suitable even in earthquake areas and yet substantial enough to 

bear comparison with heavy traditional buildings»      The amount of 

rigid framing required for these lew cost houses is very small,  and 

where timber is not available very light gauge steel framing is 

successful.      The t    mm thick Stramit panels have an insulation 

valu« equal to thick masonry walls,  and their fire resistance is 

better than softwood. 

Experience shows that, under favourable conditions, a sum of 

$150,000 may be sufficient to tastali a Stramit machine and a 

Btmtlar capital should be provided to eover other initial expensas. 

If a small bungalow requires, say,  65 panels, this would equal 

approximately 200 m2, which in turn Indicates that a small plant 

would annually provide building material for 1,000 houses and in 

addition panels for other purposes.       Under the conditions given 

as examples In the accompanying Paper, production cost of, say, 

$0.80 to $1 per m2 is indioated.      Examples are also given of how 

the Stramit houses could be constructed without the use of other 
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sheeting material« except for the weathering of the roof. 

Basically, therefore, the Stramit compressed straw panel it, a 

low-eoit product which 1« easy, to produce from  raw m&terial 

«venable In very many part» of the world.       To be successful th 

operation has to be guided by »orne experienced organisation and 

that experience is beat obtained by n combination of a local firm 

with knowledge of th« raw mattrials and building techniques and 

supplier of tha machine giving an undertaking to help promote 

look after tha industry.      For that purpose the Stramit 

aaashlaes are «old on a franchise basis with a continuing service 

e 
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R..d,   .tr.w and .tn.il.r veg.table products are amongai e-..r   A«,,, 

building HMtato.       B.C.U.. th.y are readily available ano  c, a,, 

t*.y .r. fr.qu.ntly u..d In th.ir natural state.      In n ,,rc , am;,-.1 aod 

for» r..d and .tr.w .tc. hav. b.oome established building m^.ials 

and kWi P~v.d tMr valu. In roofing of shelters or mor,   permanent 

•truotur... to bo«t building In a few parts of the world,   -•-:. 

Th. tetta« val»« of .tr.w .nd r..d when used under naturally dry 

condition, or under promoting cov.r. Is well documented.      Of 

e.Uulo.lc b....  «raw h.. up to V* "Mineral content  as measured on 

th. dry Mtatmi of th. art,., which helps to explain the lasting 

„uri!«., of th... raw ..frit, »d al.o treir resistance to fire 

wh«. compact«» .0 that th. oxygen required for burning is excluded 

OP r««trlet«d. 

»tra* I. •» «—I «~P -* " ^'DtM raW mateHaI haS a qUiCker 

eyo». of availability than for..t product«.      It Is „Iso often to f 

had I» countrl.. wh.r. wood r..ourc.s are scarce.       ThB potential 

Triu. of crop r..ldu.. ha. often b.en quoted when considering av.ll.bl. 

raw MMtd for P«1 product..       The point was made specifically 

at th. «r.t W.rton of th. F.A.O.  Committee on Wood-based  Panel 

Product, to «— r.porMd ta Document FO. WFP/66 ,r the 

21*th March 1967. 

Pant product, b..* on r..d and .tr.w are manufactured „ many 

part, of th. world and v.rlou. machines have been constructed to 

m.chan!.. th. proce...      Generally the manufacturing m^od 
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has been based on a weaving process Involving strings or metal  wires. 

Products in this field have variously been known as  »'Thatchboard1', 

«Solomlt" ,   "Bremmerboard".       This  range of low  cost products is 

distinguished by not making use of any cement or glue but purely 

mechanical ties. 

In more recent years particle boards Incorporating fairly substantial 

quantities of artificial resins as a binder have made use of non-wood 

products like flax shives. 

In the following will be described a process of compressing straw and 

similar vegetable fibres by a patented process of combining heat and   > 

pressure, best known under the trade name "Stramlt".      This process 

was originated in Sweden during attempts to provide finished surfaces 

to the old type of woven thatchboard»      It was soon  found that the 

factory application of a lime-plaster finish increased the weight and 

was too brittle to make the product commercially viable although 

technically acceptable. 

Further developments brought about the Stranie patents which incor- 

porate paper or similar facings glued to the straw core.    It, was 

found that by applying the correct amount of heat and pressure the 

unpulped straw could be softened during the manufacturing process 

to acquire a stable compressed form within an extrusion tunnel and 

In the progress through this tunnel the straw  slab was given its 

facing of stout cardboard liner. 

Since the first slabs of this type were Incorporated into buildings 

about 1928, progress has been made mainly in improving the manu- 

facturing technique by establishing a greater automation of the 
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process and better quality control.     The original  concept of using 

unpulped straw without any binder incorporated between the straws 

themselves and compressing them in an extrusion tunnel and applying 

a suitable dry lining has not been varied.      The résultant product 

is low In cost because no binder whatsoever is used except to apply 

the facings to th« straw core, and It has proved itself ovar more 

«MW>0 years to be a building product acceptable under various 

climatic conditions and fop a wide range of uses, 

Btramlt plants have boon established in some 25 countries using exist» 

Ing local cereal straw varieties and adapting the products to the local 

methods of building.      In addition Stramlt slabs have been exported 

to other parts of the world which do not offer either the raw material 

or a market of sufficient sise to warrant local production.    Plants 

Of the moro sophisticated types are established In Western Europe 

and Japan, whilst the simpler types of Stramlt machines are 

operating in such countries as Thailand,  Ceylon,  Colombia,  Mexico 

and Canada.      Although other types of agricultural residue can form 

an acceptable raw material» all present plants are utilising cereal 

Straws from wheat, barley and rlee.      Of the many types of grasóos 

and agricultural wastes laboratory-testad, only one has proved unsuit- 

able for uao la ttis Btramlt proeoss on teohnieal grounds.      Apart 

fro« a requirement that the fibres should be reasonably long with only 

a limited proportion of strands loss than 10 cm,  the raw material is 

accepted as ft comea fro» the harvest fields and with its moisture 

content as satisfactory for the successful threshing of the corn. < 

If for occaalonal paresis of the straw a drying or a cleaning process 

is required,  then thess functions can be carried out within the 
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Stramlt plant .       A. moisture  range from   10| to 16£ is normal./ 

Tn  addition    o  the basic raw  material of  straw,   the requirements 

are for       dry facing-,  usually  stout cardboard, which is applied by 

the S tram it machine to all faces and edges of the panel which com» 

out as a concimi ou s band and is cut off to the desired lengths« 

The thirl raw material of consequence Is the ¿due to apply the card-» 

board liner to the compressed straw core.       This can be an animal 

or vegetable glue although in practice an artificial resin of the urea 

formaldehyde type is generally used» 

The Stramlt process is a simple one in terms of capital cost and 

manpower once the  straw has arrived at the factory«      Tfes 

accompanying simple diagram indicates how the straw in its natural 

state is fed either mechanically or manually into a hopper from where 

it IF driven by a reciproca tir. g piston or ram into a heated extrusion 

tunnel.       The size of the tunnel is conventionally 50 mm by 1.20 -netres 

giving the product the corresponding dimensions (approximately 2 inches 

thick by k ft wide). 

The paper liner is introduced  within the extrusion tunnel and glued to 

the straw core and the combined panel that comes out from talis 

tunnel is therefore a continuous length of straw slab covered with 

paper»      By cross-cutting this endless slab as It comes from the 

Btramit machine,  panels of conventional lengths are obtained ready 

for immediate use.       In many ways these panels resemble planks of 

softwood of dimensions normal for plywood sheet« but much thicker. 

The Strani it production method allows alterations to the sises, facings 

and density of the  slab produced.      A typical panel of 50 mm thickness, 

120 cm  width and length of 2«50 m would weigh 50 to 55 kg»»  which 
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means that normally  two men would bo rocruir,     • ^  *-• .. «i,,  ;t    -w,   • •• 
* '*      '*'- »•-..'.»V      iL-     Oll     .••iL.'-'» 

but in ©meriendes it is possible  for a  singlo  experience  operative  to 

fix what is effectively a ready-made wall   arac.       S o una  reducrio«:  ¡s 

about 28 - 30 dB at  100/3200 Hs.       Thermal  conductivity is  equal   to 

0.101 W/m2 degree C. 

Although technically combustible,   the Stramit slab docs not support 

fire as has already been stated due to the comparative lack  of tars 

and resins and the presence of mineral compounds in the straw itself. 

liiere is evidence from many fires that the Stramit panels have stopped 

their spread,   thus  supporting worldwide laboratory test results. 

Due to the fact that the straws are pi-«dcm.inently across the wiath 

of the alabas It passes through the machine,  the Stramit is 2.5 times 

strenger in width than length.       It is not lead-bearing whan used on 

Its own as a partition but it is strong enough to be used as a roof 

deck on open framework.    The typical slab described hero will deflect 

about 3 mm under the weight of a man standing in the centre cf it 

whan supported only 25 mm in on the four edges}    it will not br^ak 

under the load of ten men.    As Stramit can be nailed,  glued and cut 

almost like a timber plank, the similarity presents itself again. 

Like other organic materials Stramit needs to be protected from 

water and stagnant moist air.     Used for external walls with weather- 

ing of eemant-lime rendering (stucco),  Stramit has proved efficient 

in Sweden over 1*0 years and elsewhere over shorter periods without 

showing signs of deterioration.     In countries with milder climates and 

traditional «km in stucco work,  low cost Stramit houses are erected 

with walls of single thickness Stramit  supported  at  the panel edges 

with lisait steel coupling pieces that   are also  covered  with the stucco 
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•;.  as   zu  pive a   smooth unbroken  wall   surface.       In this design the 

.;\,u•:•   ' -ices of  thr   walls  are  given a  coating of plaster so that the 

-••.•,~-rú  wail thinness  is only about   75  mrn;     even so the walls are 

t.'Oijg- enough to   carry  the  roof.       These houses are well insulated 

the lightness  of the  construction is thought to have special value 

in.  earthquake  areas. 

Arrther  external use of the Stramit panels is for roofs which can 

b'-.i   weathered with  metal,   asbestos  cement sheets,  roofing felt etc. 

In appropriate eases the  slabs can be laid as a loadbearîng deck under 

+'e)t or- asphalte on open framework.       Bven when used under roofing 

tnat is self-supporting,the Stramit cften proves to be low in cost 

TO provide instilación and a smooth ceiling because it requires only 

''^¡c  support to  remain flat. 

Most  Stramit is used within buildings to give insulation and a dry self- 

*l~^h  r~ady for  decoration if  so  wanted with  wallpaper,  paint etc. 

Linings to external  wails  come into  this category}     it is usual  to place 

he Stramit panels away from  the external skin of the wall and thus 

create  a wall cavity.       Being stiff  and with very low moisture movements 

it is possible to place these wall linings with very limited support fro» 

the  structure and without the need to cover the joints except with 

conventional decorative materials.   . There is no need to create a visual 

panel  effect  and unbroken wall surfaces are possible with dry techniques 

which include a method of glueing one Stramit edge to the next panel 

or even  to the adjoining structural member.       To divide up rooms with 

single thickness Strarnit panels is possible by utilising the same edge- 

giuelng technique.       The partition wal1 normally needs fixing only to the 
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ceiling,   floor and adjoining walls.       Factory  preparation  of   cea,nieto 

wall linings and of whole partitions with  the  necessary  doorways is 

a practical proposition where building cranes are a.ailab'e OP   r.'te. 

A. further use of the Stramit  panel is as permanent  shuttering for 

in-situ poured concrete,  but it  is not suitable for re-usabk   form work. 

Earlier it has been indicated that the Stramit manufacturing process 

Is a simple and relatively inexpensive one. .     The smallest plant 

currently on the market produces 50 m2 per hour of  50  nn.   thick 

and 1.20 m  wide Stramit.       This gives an annual production of 

300,000 m2 of panels when the  machine is worked 120 hourn  per week, 

I.e.  on a shift basis.      f*or this one ton of straw is needed per hour, 

say 6,000 tons annually,       Single shift working is possible but leads to 

come loss of efficiency.       The electric power requiremant  is «5 kVA? 

no steam is needed and water Is used only  for the glue  mix tur*?,     To 

operate the machine three man are needed  which on a shift basis calls 

for about 20 men in all to Include the foreman,  fitter,   straw handling 

and warehouse operatives,  who are generally employed on a single shift 

basis only.       A small Stramit machine can be housed in a building 

8 m x 40 m  which will also house the panels produced during a few 

shifts, and a stock of paper liner,  glue etc.       The space needed to 

hold the straw is difficult to define as it will depend on whether it 

becomes available once or twice a year and whether it can be hold on 

the farms until actually required at the factory.      Not ¡ess tnar. 

three weeks1 needs should be available at the factory in dry condition. 

Loosely bundled straw presents a fire hazard and very large stocks 

are better left in the fro wing areas until needed.       Generally the 

stocks can be properly protected against  rain without  the-  need for 
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As   suitable  pappr  Iners  are   often  :a-i:  avallar!:?   ;ln;e  to   the  L'rramit 

factory,   i':  is   safe  to hold  3   -  6  ir.or.thr'   £,uiu>y  in  stock.        Glue 

stocks  may  similarly have  to  be relatively  ¿imple. 

A small  Stramit  machine as  discusser' here  costs at present about 

U.S.$ 150,000.       Some additional plant items  may have  to b© added 

in  certain circumstances,   and buildings,   electricity supply  and such 

items are so  varied tu cost  that no generally  applicable  total  figurs 

can be quoted.       It is almost meaningless to  give production coat 

figures as circumstances vary between say  temperate and tropical 

locations,  high and low wage  countries,   etc.        The following attempt 

at giving costings is therefore Inclusive of quantities so that  tho 

prices can be adapted to known local conditions.       The exercise is 

based on a small Stramit machine producing slabs of the panel  sizes 

given above using cereal  straw,  paper liner  and urea glue.       It is 

assumed that the buildings are rented and that the panels can be sold 

to distributors or consumers immediately  &o  that storage space ana 

capital are not tied upi 

One Stramit  machine producing 50 m2 / 525  sq  ft / per hour during 
24 hours per day for five days a week for 46 weeks wW produce 

288,000 m 2 per annum 

Straw 17 kg per m2 is required - 4,900  tons 
Say 6,000 tons at about $14 per ton .... $86,000 

Paper liners    based on 320  gr/m2 for each face of áá» 
*  190 tons plus end Real papers 
Say 210 tons at about $157 per ton    .... $32,000 

Glue Say  I50 tons when mixed = 0.5 kg/m2 
of Stramit   $15,000 

Labour       Factory supervision and operatives 
(5 men x 3 shifts + 4 men x 1 shift)   ... $46,000 

Factory rent incl.   electricity,  insurance etc.        ... $36,000 

Royalty      payable on production at $0.06 per m2   ». $17,000 

which equals about $0.60 per m2. $235,000 
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If  to   thid  assumed production  cost   is  add eri    ••''   -, .   . •      «••    . 
'••   ^-- "  '''*••'    "•'   require- 

mont  for  spares  and  maintenance and   *   ^*  •   tr- 

full  cost of  the .9.t--an.it  panel would  be  £1   1e-   .» ^    .--• 

circumstances giver;. 

With regard  to  the capital  requirements it is  i • aco -b-   to quote  a 

figure of $15C,CüC a:-   the approximate  c^t of te   M^hw-  ,. ^  5- 

necessary  equipment,       If no import  dut'es ar; in,oive>,  a;id |f 

electricity and other services are laid on to  ta, Bi>.o.   this rr!co  could, 

under otherwise favourable  conditions, mean the in* tailed cost.       It 

would be prudent to assume that m  «»'•-nil-.** »,.«- » r v O"SUHI%   U«öV a  s.muc¡r sun:   woula   ->o  needed  to 

procure a  stock of straw and other material.,  pay  for staff during the 

runnmg-up period,  buy some auxiliary plant in speda!  cases and to  cover 

general expenses until production and  sales £ie providing the cash  flow.. 

Once again it is wise  to point out that local  oircum stances vary  so 

much that a reliable estimati  of cash  a-  cr^t requlremtntB is  subject 

to specific calculations.       Aj an example,   sume Strame  Stories have 

been built from  the first slabs produced on thb machine,  giving the 

producer cost savings and assuring that customers dc  not have to 

accept «start-boards'». 

To the above outline description cf the  n^ufacturing process and 

the characteristics of the Strarmt compressa straw  slab may be 

added the  versatility of  the product.       Apart from   the  modifications 

possible to density,  facings  etc.  in the  machine itself,   simple additional 

plant as used In woodworking factories will convert  standard slabs  to 

special  sizes and "housing sets«,  often  ending the   manufacturer  to 

avoid losing a standard panel with a  small  defect by  reducing its size 
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to suit the customer.       It is possible  to m-nu facture   the panels in 

•the machine itself with internal holes to   : electric   wires  etc.   and 

later to  cut out recesses  for sockets and ox ret  i!u sa  fitting items 

required.       But for its unique manufacturing method,   solid thickness 

and moderate weight,  these Mmade~to-mea£?uron  facilities  would not 

be possible in a low-cost panel.      In practice u  haa been found that 

the faculties of altering the apertures etc.  without much cost to 

the panel producer is a great help in his  selling effort. 

Some Stramit manufacturers have developed further by lining,  In m 

separate operation,  the standard machine-produced panels with 

decorative vinyl fabrics and supplying ready-decorated office partition» 

and the like.     Others utilise falling waste from the S tram it 

production line to produce "blockboard" or Stramit core-panels.   After 

cutting the slabs into strips of the required thickness and then 

turning these strips so that tre individual straw  strands stand upright, 

rigid facings of plywood,  ftbreboard or asbestos cement are stuck to 

top and bottom of the core strips» i.e.  they ars giued to the straw 

ends.      Correctly assembled,  these core-panek  can become fire- 

cheek doors.    Perhaps enough has been said to indicate that the 

Stramit panel can Itself be treated as a raw material. 

la conclusion, a Stramlt plant benefits the agriculture and economy 

of a country by making use of what is normally a recurring waste 

and it benefits the building industry,  whether modest or sophisticated, 

by providing a proven material for economical construction. 
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